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"E-Training Practices for Professional Organizations" is an essential reference for anyone interested in the integration of
e-business, e-work and e-learning processes. The book collects, for the first time, the proceedings from the 2003 IFIP
eTrain Conference held in Pori, Finland. The text serves as a multi-disciplinary resource for information on the research,
development and applications of all topics related to e-Learning. The first half of the book discusses theories, paradigms
and their applications in academia and industry. The last half of the book examines learning environments, design issues
and collaboration among the corporate, governmental and academic sectors. With academic and professional
contributors, "E-Training Practices for Professional Organizations" reflects the multi-faceted and exciting nature of etraining studies. This volume presents the balanced view of past developments and current research necessary to truly
reach the potential of this burgeoning field.
This is a course for students of CSEC Spanish. Relevant and lively, it consists of a Student's Book each with 2 audio
CDs, a Workbook and a Teacher's Guide.
These Study Guides have been developed exclusively with the Caribbean Examinations Council (CXCRG) to be used as
an additional resource by candidates who are following the Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate (CSECRG)
programme. They provide candidates with extra support to help them maximise their performance in their examinations.
Neither an academic tome nor a prescriptive 'how to' guide, The Theory and Practice of Online Learning is an illuminating
collection of essays by practitioners and scholars active in the complex field of distance education. Distance education
has evolved significantly in its 150 years of existence. For most of this time, it was an individual pursuit defined by
infrequent postal communication. But recently, three more developmental generations have emerged, supported by
television and radio, teleconferencing, and computer conferencing. The early 21st century has produced a fifth
generation, based on autonomous agents and intelligent, database-assisted learning, that has been referred to as Web
2.0. The second edition of "The Theory and Practice of Online Learning" features updates in each chapter, plus four new
chapters on current distance education issues such as connectivism and social software innovations.
The present Special Issue collects a number of new contributions both at the theoretical level and in terms of applications
in the areas of nonparametric and semiparametric econometric methods. In particular, this collection of papers that cover
areas such as developments in local smoothing techniques, splines, series estimators, and wavelets will add to the
existing rich literature on these subjects and enhance our ability to use data to test economic hypotheses in a variety of
fields, such as financial economics, microeconomics, macroeconomics, labor economics, and economic growth, to name
a few.
The development of a closed-loop cycle is a necessary condition so as to develop a circular economy model as an
alternative to the linear model, in order to maintain the value of products and materials for as long as possible. For this
motive, the definition of the value must be demonstrated for both the environment and the economy. The presence of
these analyses should be associated with the social dimension and the human component. A strong cooperation
between social and technical profiles is a new challenge for all researchers. End of life of products attract a lot of
attention, and the final output could be the production of technologies suitable for managing this waste.
This Book Is Mainly Intended For It Students And Professionals To Learn Or Implement Data Warehousing
Technologies. It Experiences The Real-Time Environment And Promotes Planning, Managing, Designing, Implementing,
Supporting, Maintaining And Analyzing Data Warehouse In Organizations And It Also Provides Various Mining
Techniques As Well As Issues In Practical Use Of Data Mining Tools.The Book Is Designed For The Target Audience
Such As Specialists, Trainers And It Users. It Does Not Assume Any Special Knowledge As Background. Understanding
Of Computer Use, Databases And Statistics Will Be Helpful.
This ground-breaking book investigates how the learning and teaching of mathematics can be improved through integrating the history of
mathematics into all aspects of mathematics education: lessons, homework, texts, lectures, projects, assessment, and curricula. It draws
upon evidence from the experience of teachers as well as national curricula, textbooks, teacher education practices, and research
perspectives across the world. It includes a 300-item annotated bibliography of recent work in the field in eight languages.
Benefit from expert guidance in this new edition of a tried and trusted approach; updated to reflect the new CSEC® IT curriculum, it provides
an engaging and accessible approach to theory and practice. - Prepare for SBA with advice and guidance and a full sample SBA project and
suggested solution at the end of Chapter 16. - Consolidate learning through a range of question types such as Multiple Choice, True or False,
Short Answer, Research, Project and a fun Crossword puzzle. - Confidently cover new topics and emerging technology with straightforward
explanations and numerous examples. The answers can be found here: www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Log-on-to-IT-Answers
Elementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value Problems 11e, like its predecessors, is written from the viewpoint of the applied
mathematician, whose interest in differential equations may sometimes be quite theoretical, sometimes intensely practical, and often
somewhere in between. The authors have sought to combine a sound and accurate (but not abstract) exposition of the elementary theory of
differential equations with considerable material on methods of solution, analysis, and approximation that have proved useful in a wide variety
of applications. While the general structure of the book remains unchanged, some notable changes have been made to improve the clarity
and readability of basic material about differential equations and their applications. In addition to expanded explanations, the 11th edition
includes new problems, updated figures and examples to help motivate students. The program is primarily intended for undergraduate
students of mathematics, science, or engineering, who typically take a course on differential equations during their first or second year of
study. The main prerequisite for engaging with the program is a working knowledge of calculus, gained from a normal two? or three?
semester course sequence or its equivalent. Some familiarity with matrices will also be helpful in the chapters on systems of differential
equations.
Shape-memory polymers (SMP) are a unique branch of the smart materials family which are capable of changing shape on-demand upon
exposure to external stimulus. The discovery of SMP made a significant breakthrough in the developments of novel smart materials for a
variety of engineering applications, superseded the traditional materials, and also influenced the current methods of product designing. This
book provides the latest advanced information of on-going research domains of SMP. This will certainly enlighten the reader to the
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achievements and tremendous potentials of SMP. The basic fundamentals of SMP, including shape-memory mechanisms and mechanics are
described. This will aid reader to become more familiar with SMP and the basic concepts, thus guiding them in undergoing independent
research in the SMP field. The book also provides the reader with associated challenges and existing application problems of SMP. This
could assist the reader to focus more on these issues and further exploit their knowledge to look for innovative solutions. Future outlooks of
SMP research are discussed as well. This book should prove to be extremely useful for academics, R&D managers, researcher scientists,
engineers, and all others related to the SMP research.
Develop students' communication skills, confident in the knowledge that all syllabus requirements are being met with this unique book and
accompanying website package. - The organisation of the content allows students to move from the known to the unknown, facilitating a
progressive approach to learning and ensuring key topics are built upon in each chapter - A dedicated assessment section assists with both
the Internal Assessment portfolio and exam preparation, providing invaluable and practical support for both students and teachers alike Exclusive online content is delivered in an engaging and interactive way to enable accessible revision of topics and to bring variety to learning
with videos and quizzes "Any student who is preparing for the CAPE Communication Studies exam will find this text an asset. I can
confidently say that if students follow the guidance given in this book, they will be successful." Winifred Ellis, Vice Principal of Saint Joseph
High School, Guyana, and member of the subject panel for Communication Studies. As of January 2015 this and other selected titles for
Caribbean schools became part of Hodder Education.
This peer-reviewed volume contains selected papers from the First EAGLE International Conference on Information Technologies for
Epigraphy and Cultural Heritage, held in Paris between September 29 and October 1, 2014. Here are assembled for the first time in a unique
volume contributions regarding all aspects of Digital Epigraphy: Models, Vocabularies, Translations, User Engagements, Image Analysis, 3D
methodologies, and ongoing projects at the cutting edge of digital humanities. The scope of this book is not limited to Greek and Latin
epigraphy; it provides an overview of projects related to all epigraphic inquiry and its related communities. This approach intends to furnish
the reader with the broadest possible perspective of the discipline, while at the same time giving due attention to the specifics of unique
issues.
For use in schools and libraries only. A School Zone Start to Read! Level 1 book. Has repeated words, picture clues, and short sentences for
early reading success.

Beginner's Guide. If you have dabbled in WordPress or been working with it for years, and want to build mobile or responsive
themes or sites, this book is for you. Even if you can't write a line of code, the first few chapters will help you create a simple
mobile site. But to get the most from the book, you will need a good understanding of HTML, CSS and WordPress itself. This book
is for owners of self-hosted WordPress sites, not sites hosted at wordpress.com.
How can it be that 50 years after the passage of the Civil Rights Act, our institutions of higher education have still not found ways
of reducing the higher education gaps for racial and ethnic groups? That is the question that informs and animates the Equity
Scorecard model of organizational change. It shifts institutions’ focus from what students do (or fail to do) to what institutions can
do—through their practices and structures, as well as the actions of their leaders and faculty—to produce equity in outcomes for
racially marginalized populations. Drawing on the theory of action research, it creates a structure for practitioners to become
investigators of their own institutional culture, to become aware of racial disparities, confront their own practices and learn how
things are done on their own turf to ask: In what ways am I contributing to equity/inequity? The Equity Scorecard model differs
significantly from traditional approaches to effecting change by creating institutional teams to examine and discuss internal data
about student outcomes, disaggregated by race and ethnicity. The premise of the project is that institutional data acts as a
powerful trigger for group learning about inequities in educational outcomes, and that the likelihood of improving those outcomes
increases if the focus is on those things within the immediate control of the participating leaders and practitioners. Numerous
institutions have successfully used The Equity Scorecard’s data tools and processes of self-reflection to uncover and document
the behaviors and structures that lead to failure to retain and graduate students from diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds with a
history of unequal opportunity; and to create the climate for faculty and staff to take ownership of the issues and develop
sustainable practices to eliminate racial disparities in academic performance. The Scorecard can be used at a small-scale to
analyze individual courses or programs, as well as broader institutional issues. This book presents the underlying concept of funds
of knowledge for race-conscious expertise that informs this process, describes its underlying theories; defines the attributes
needed to achieve equity-minded practice; demonstrates, through examples of implementation, what different institutions have
learned, and what they have achieved; and provides a blueprint for action for higher education as a whole. For college leaders,
instructors and support staff who feel the pressure—moral or otherwise—to close the racial equity gap that their institutions produce
year after year, this book provides the structure, knowledge and tools to do so. It is also of value to scholars and students of higher
education who have an interest in the study of organizational change.
This Physics Workbook for CSEC is a valuable activity book for CSEC Physics students. It covers all aspects of the Caribbean
Examinations Council’s Certificate of Secondary Education Physics syllabus. This book provides excellent practice for the
structured questions from Paper 2 of the CSEC Examination and is a great aid to revision and examination practice. It has been
specially written to help CSEC students maximize their exam scores.
MathematicsA Complete Course with CXC QuestionsOxford Mathematics for the Caribbean
Economic inequality has been of considerable interest to academics, citizens, and politicians worldwide for the past decade–and
while economic inequality has attracted a considerable amount of research attention, it is only more recently that researchers have
considered that economic inequality may have broader societal implications. However, while there is an increasingly clear picture
of the varied ways in which economic inequality harms the fabric of society, there is a relatively poor understanding of the social
psychological processes that are at work in unequal societies. This edited book aims to build on this emerging area of research by
bringing together researchers who are at the forefront of this development and who can therefore provide timely insight to
academics and practitioners who are grappling with the impact of economic inequality. This book will address questions relating to
perceptions of inequality, mechanisms underlying effects of inequality, various consequences of inequality and the factors that
contribute to the maintenance of inequality. The target audiences are students at advanced undergraduate or graduate level, as
well as scholars and professionals in the field. The book fills a niche of both applied and practical relevance, strongly emphasizing
theory and integration of different perspectives in social psychology. Given the broad interest in inequality within the social
sciences, the book will be accessible to sociologists and political scientists as well as social, organizational, and developmental
psychologists. The insights brought together in The Social Psychology of Inequality will contribute to a broader understanding of
the far-reaching costs of inequality for the social health of a society and its citizens. "This edited volume brings together cuttingPage 2/4
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edge social psychological research addressing one of the most pressing issues of our times – economic inequality. Collectively,
the chapters illuminate why inequality has negative effects on individuals and societies, when and for whom these negative effects
are most likely to emerge, and the psychological mechanisms that maintain inequality. This comprehensive volume is an essential
read for those interested in understanding and ameliorating inequality." -Brenda Major, Distinguished Professor, Department of
Psychological and Brain Sciences, University of California “This invaluable volume demonstrates the indispensable and powerful
contribution that social psychologists can make to our understanding of societal inequality. For those outside of social psychology
it provides a unique and comprehensive overview of what social psychology has to offer, and for social psychologists it is
exemplary in demonstrating how to make a systematic contribution to the understanding of a hotly debated real-world issue.
Scholars and students alike and from various disciplines will gain much from reading this fascinating and inspiring social
psychological journey.” -Maykel Verkuyten, Professor in Interdisciplinary Social Science, University of Utrecht “The Social
Psychology of Inequality offers a superb and timely social-psychological analysis of the causes and consequence of increasing
wealth and income gaps. With its refreshingly international authorship, this volume offers profound insights into the cognitive and
social mechanisms that help maintain, but potentially also to overcome, an economy that is rigged in favor of the wealthy. A new
and stimulating voice, illustrating science in the service of a fairer and more democratic society.” -Anne Maass, Professor of Social
Psychology, University of Padova “This volume assembles an impressive list of leading international scholars to address a timely
and important issue, the causes and consequences of economic inequality. The approach to the topic is social psychological, but
the editors and chapters make valuable connections to related literatures on socio-structural influences in allied disciplines, such
as economics, political science, and sociology. The Social Psychology of Inequality offers cutting-edge insights into the
psychological dynamics of inequality and novel synthesis of structural- and individual-level influences and outcomes of inequality.
It should attract a wide audience and will set the agenda for research on economic inequality well into the future.” -John F.
Dovidio, Carl Iver Hovland Professor of Psychology and Public Health, Yale University
Nationally recognized experts on diabetes show readers how to live with the illness as comfortably as possible through fifty
guidelines for making meal planning easier, working with doctors to bring their glucose levels down, and much more. Original.
MATH AND SCIENCE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN, Eighth Edition, introduces readers to engaging math and science experiences
for early childhood and early elementary education programs, and provides an organized, sequential approach to creating a
developmentally appropriate math and science curriculum. The content aligns with key guidelines and standards: The National
Association for the Education of Young Children's (NAEYC) Professional Preparation Standards (2010); Developmentally
Appropriate Practice (DAP) guidelines; Common Core Mathematics Standards; and Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).
The book also addresses STEM/STEAM and the essential domains of child growth and development during the crucial birththrough-eight age range. A valuable resource for the student/future teacher, working professional, or involved parent, MATH AND
SCIENCE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN emphasizes the interrelatedness of math and science and how they can be integrated into all
other curriculum areas. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Provides extensive coverage of the national curriculum, and the Scottish 5-14 guidelines. A systematic approach to grammar progression,
with clear explanations and extensive practice. Interesting topics, set in authentic contexts, from France and other French speaking countries.
Clear and attractively designed pages, with humorous and stimulating artwork. User-friendly vocabulary and grammar reference sections to
encourage independent learning. End of unit summaries to provide a clear learning framework. Provides full coverage of the New National
Curriculum requirements. More grammar activities and more emphasis on verb learning. New inclusion of ICT activities. New differentiation of
exercises. New "Reading for pleasure" sections. Lively and modern Students' Book. Clear presentation. Integrated assessment guidance
tasks.
This is an examination of the Caribbean AIDS epidemic.
Based on a teach-yourself approach, the fundamentals of MATLAB are illustrated throughout with many examples from a number of different
scientific and engineering areas, such as simulation, population modelling, and numerical methods, as well as from business and everyday
life. Some of the examples draw on first-year university level maths, but these are self-contained so that their omission will not detract from
learning the principles of using MATLAB. This completely revised new edition is based on the latest version of MATLAB. New chapters cover
handle graphics, graphical user interfaces (GUIs), structures and cell arrays, and importing/exporting data. The chapter on numerical
methods now includes a general GUI-driver ODE solver. * Maintains the easy informal style of the first edition * Teaches the basic principles
of scientific programming with MATLAB as the vehicle * Covers the latest version of MATLAB
Certificate Mathematics is a two-year revision course for students following the General Proficiency Syllabus in Mathematics of the Caribbean
Examinations Council. It provides a programme for thorough review and consolidation of all the basic aspects of mathematics needed for
success in the examination. The fourth edition of this extremely popular and successful textbook. Takes account of the latest changes to the
CXC syllabuses. Incorporates a very large number of graded exercises to help student's learn by doing. Includes chapter summaries and
points to remember that enhance the usefulness of the book for consolidation and revision. Contains specimen tests in preparation for the
multiple choice and long answer papers of the CXC examination. Used systematically, Certificate Mathematics will provide students with a
firm foundation for success in their CXC mathematics examinations.
Developed exclusively with the Caribbean Examinations Council, this Study Guide will provide you with the support to maximise your
performance in CSEC Mathematics. Written by a team of experts in the syllabus and the examination, this Study Guide covers all the
essential information in an easy-to-use double page spread format and with online support. Each topic begins with key learning outcomes
and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject.
Suitable for students studying for CSEC examinations, this book includes features such as: written for the latest CSEC syllabus; learning
objectives stated for each chapter; keywords highlighted in the margins form a glossary; and, diagrams and pictures that encourage
understanding.
This open access book offers the first comprehensive account of the pan-genome concept and its manifold implications. The realization that
the genetic repertoire of a biological species always encompasses more than the genome of each individual is one of the earliest examples of
big data in biology that opened biology to the unbounded. The study of genetic variation observed within a species challenges existing views
and has profound consequences for our understanding of the fundamental mechanisms underpinning bacterial biology and evolution. The
underlying rationale extends well beyond the initial prokaryotic focus to all kingdoms of life and evolves into similar concepts for
metagenomes, phenomes and epigenomes. The books respective chapters address a range of topics, from the serendipitous emergence of
the pan-genome concept and its impacts on the fields of microbiology, vaccinology and antimicrobial resistance, to the study of microbial
communities, bioinformatic applications and mathematical models that tie in with complex systems and economic theory. Given its scope, the
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book will appeal to a broad readership interested in population dynamics, evolutionary biology and genomics.

This textbook follows closely the latest syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore. It emphasises the understanding
of mathematical concepts using a clear and systematic approach.
In recent years geometry seems to have lost large parts of its former central position in mathematics teaching in most countries.
However, new trends have begun to counteract this tendency. There is an increasing awareness that geometry plays a key role in
mathematics and learning mathematics. Although geometry has been eclipsed in the mathematics curriculum, research in
geometry has blossomed as new ideas have arisen from inside mathematics and other disciplines, including computer science.
Due to reassessment of the role of geometry, mathematics educators and mathematicians face new challenges. In the present
ICMI study, the whole spectrum of teaching and learning of geometry is analysed. Experts from all over the world took part in this
study, which was conducted on the basis of recent international research, case studies, and reports on actual school practice. This
book will be of particular interest to mathematics educators and mathematicians who are involved in the teaching of geometry at all
educational levels, as well as to researchers in mathematics education.
This sixth edition of Additional Mathematics: Pure and Applied, has been completely revised and updated.
"This book offers insight into the computer science aspect of simulation and modeling while integrating the business practices of
SM. It includes current issues related to simulation, such as: Web-based simulation, virtual reality, augmented reality, and artificial
intelligence, combining different methods, views, theories, and applications of simulations in one volume"--Provided by publisher.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the Third International Workshop on Automated Deduction in
Geometry, ADG 2000, held in Zurich, Switzerland, in September 2000.The 16 revised full papers and two invited papers presented
were carefully selected for publication during two rounds of reviewing and revision from a total of initially 31 submissions. Among
the issues addressed are spatial constraint solving, automated proving of geometric inequalities, algebraic proof, semi-algebraic
proofs, geometrical reasoning, computational synthetic geometry, incidence geometry, and nonstandard geometric proofs.
Oxford Mathematics for the Caribbean has been updated to cater for the needs of the classroom in the 21st century. Features of
each book in the series include: prior learning points; fully differentiated exercises to cater for a wide range of ability; activities and
investigations to encourage mathematical thinking; summaries of the main points of each unit with questions to check
understanding, so that students can test themselves; and regular revision exercises to help monitor progress. The series is
intended for secondary school pupils studying for the Caribbean Examinations Council (CXC) examinations in mathematics.
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